
FINALLYBRA Launches Body Bulge Under
Thing Revolution With the BULGEnator™

Ladies cup-sized A-H with hips to match,

breathe a sigh of relief with a new bra

and panty that smoothes bulges while

slenderizing and accenting curves.

VIENNA, VA, USA, September 22, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- What

authentically-shaped woman doesn’t

stand at the mirror daily and wish for a

bra that shows back bulges and armpit

fat the door? That day is here.

FINALLYBRA INC, has launched nine

ways to rock the best boobage possible

and lift one’s bootie.  Gaining

marketplace traction as the “terminator of body bulges," the BULGEnator™ bra and panty line

have most definitely come to do what’s never been done before. The new push-in, push-up bra,

and high rise, high leg brief uses technology to give gals extreme comfort and genuine support.

It’s time we serve the

overlooked majority of

women who can benefit

from a side support bra that

provides a one-of-kind

solution for all shapes and

sizes.”

Elizabeth Wang, Founder &

CEO

Banishing side spillage and muffin tops once and for all,

the products help women breathe a sigh of relief in more

ways than one.  Finally a bra and a panty actually do what

they promise they’ll do while they look good at the very

same time.  FINALLYBRA, indeed.  

Elizabeth Wang, the Founder & CEO of FINALLYBRA INC.,

said of her company’s mission, “I wanted to stop the

unrealistic body image ideals and empower women

through functionality.  Our panties range from sizes XS to

XXXL while the BULGEnator bra can accommodate an A or

an H cup and go up to a size 48 band.  It’s time we serve

the overlooked majority of women who can benefit from a side support bra that provides a one-

of-kind solution for all shapes and sizes.”

Using the cups and sides of the BULGEnator bra, the undergarment stops underarm bulge while

it pushes in and centers the breasts.  This method slims the front line of the body.  The bra's

http://www.einpresswire.com


structure uses its wing fabric to even

out back bulges and smoothes the

back body line.  Custom cleavage is

achieved through a hook and eye

closure between the cups, and  straps

are wide with anti-slip surface to

prevent shoulder slipping. The garment

enables multiple strap placements to

cater to different shoulder widths and

shapes and nine options for making it

whatever type of bra is needed. For

instance, it can be a strapless bra as

quickly as a halter, a cross-back, cross

center halter, and a one-strap bra. The

BULGEnator’s memory wire is also

highly elastic and adapts to those

times of the month when breast size

fluctuates.  And with a “Why didn’t

someone think of this sooner?”

approach, the moisture-wicking,

breathable bra even has open slots on

the sides to slip keys, money, or a

cellphone at social events.

With a high waist retro fit, the double-

layered front panel of the BULGEnator

panty offers unsurpassed tummy

control.  Sporting a flattering leg-

lengthening cut, the panties also have

full back coverage to control bulges in

a silky soft breathable fabric that’s as

lightweight as it is comfortable.

For more information, visit

https://www.finallybra.com/.

About FINALLYBRA INC.:

FINALLYBRA INC., formerly known as

Orlinas, is the creator of the

BULGEnator™ line of women’s undergarments.

Social Media:

https://www.instagram.com/FinallyBra/
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